Join fellow student leaders from around the state for a day of intensive leadership exploration and empowerment specifically tailored to you, as you are now, but building you into the leader that you can be.

**NOV 22 2019**
8:30AM-3:00PM

**CCSU**
1615 Stanley Street
New Britain, CT

**Adam Greenberg**
Author, speaker, youth mover and former Major League Baseball player, offers his story of overcoming adversity and persevering through challenges in hopes of helping teens relentlessly pursue their dreams for their lives. If there's ever a person who epitomizes perseverance, it's Adam Greenberg, famous for the one pitch that changed his life forever. Connecticut native, Adam Greenberg speaks to thousands of youth and adults yearly across the country.

**Kate Garner**
Speaker, choreographer, kickboxing trainer and YouTuber, Kate Garner is on a mission to help teens stop making excuses and take their lives back. Speaking in over 14 different states, Kate inspires students to get in touch with themselves by knowing their worth, power, and strength.

**Conference Fees**
- $30/pp CAS member schools (students & advisors, lunch & snacks included)
- $55/pp non-CAS member schools (students & advisors, lunch & snacks included)

**Registration**
All registrations should be made through your school/advisor. Registration deadline is Nov. 1, 2019 or as soon as the conference is full. Due to food guarantees, notifications or cancellations must be made to CAS no later than 4pm on Monday, Nov. 5, 2019. Refunds will not be available after 4pm on Monday, Nov. 5, 2019. Questions? Call or email Anna Flores at 203.250.1111 or aflores@casci.ac.org.

Partnering with CT Student Council (CTStuCo) & CT National Honor Society (CT NHS)

---

http://casci.ac/4770